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I 
INTRODUCTION 
There has been a great deal of work done in recent years on 
1 
computer simulation models of solar energy systems • These models 
have proven to be of great utility in analyzing the overall performance 
of any given system. A system model is, however , no better than the 
model of its various components. 
The difficulty of modeling solar energy systems lies in the non-
linear behaviour of the collectors. In most models such things as loss 
coefficients, efficiency ~actors, etc., are treated as constants in 
order to linearize the models. When the model is designed to operate 
over a strictly limited range of input variables, the errors induced by 
this approximation may be considered negligible. When the model is 
required to handle a wider range of operational conditions, the errors 
introduced by this linearization may become considerable. 
In the instances where a more exact model is required, it becomes 
necessary to solve the heat transfer equations for the collector. In 
most instances linear approximations of these equations are made, and 
while this does simplify the problem, the required calculations are long 
and tedious and the answers are only approximate. 
For these reasons then, an attempt has been made to provide a 
computer model of a flat plate solar energy collector. While any model 
of such a device must be limited in its scope, this model should cover 
many practical cases, and may be extended or interpolated to deal with 
cases that are not covered explicitly. 
The next five chapters develop the equations used in the computer 
model. In g·enefal these are all equations that have been developed 
adequately in other sources, notably reference 2. The material and 
equations in Chapter V dealing with the thermal losses from the 
collector are believed to be unique to this model. The ability of the 
computer to handle a large number of equations and do the calculations 
very rapidly enable the model the handle the heat balance in a more 
straight forward manner than is usually accomplished. 
Chapters VII and VIII deal explicitly with the computer model. 
Chapter VII discusses the model per se. This chapter discusses the 
uses and limitations of the model. The basic working or the model and 
some of its problems are also discussed in this chapter. Chapter 
VIII deals with verification of the model. Verification of the model 
2 
is accomplished with both published historical data and with experimental 
data. 
A detailed flow chart of the model, a source listing and a typical 
outp~t are given in the appendices. 
II 
FLAT PLATE COLLECTORS 
Flat plate collectors can, and do, take many configurations. 
These range from a simple roll of tubing up on a roof to very expensive 
experimental units with selective surfaces, antireflective coatings, etc. 
We will deal here with the "standard" collector types which are presently 
used primarily for water heating. The primary parts of a flat plate 
collector are the transparent cover(s), an energy absorbing surface, and 
an enclosure (Fig. 1) • 
The transparent cover is used to reduce energy losses to the 
environment. In the present report the cover system may consist of from 
one to three transparent covers of any material. These covers are 
separated by air which acts as an insulating barrier. If one or more of 
the covers is made of a material that is transparent to solar radiation, 
but opaque to infrared, we are aided by the so-called green house effect. 
This turns the collector into a solar trap, absorbing incoming radiation, 
but blocking outgoing radiation. The cover sheets also act to reduce 
natural convection losses. The more sheets that are used as a cover, 
the lower the heat foss. This is balanced by the fact that the more 
cover sheets that are in place, the lower the amount of radiation that 
finally reaches the absorber plate. Each cover sheet that is in place 
reflects some of the incident energy and also absorbs some of the 
transmitted energy. The energy that is reflected from the top cover 
r Transparent Cover 
Collector Plate 
Enclosure 
Insulation 
Figure 1. Typical Flat-Plate Solar Heat Collector 
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plate is, of course, of no use whatsoever. The energy that is absorbed 
by the cover is of some utility since it raises the temperature of the 
cover sheets, and thus cuts down the heat loss from the absorber plate. 
The reflection losses may be limited by the use of special antireflective 
coatings. The energy absorbed by the cover may be minimized by making 
the cover sheets as thin as possible and by selection of materials with 
low absorptivity in the short wavelength region. 
The heart of any flat plate collector is the absorber plate. This 
is the part of the device that takes the incoming solar radiation and 
converts this energy into a form we can use. This is usually done by 
transferring this energy xo either a gas, like air, or a liquid, like 
water. This paper will only be concerned with those collectors using a 
liquid. Most of these collectors use water as the fluid. This paper 
will not be limited to water, however, since in northern climates anti-
freeze may represent a significant portion of the fluid, and solar 
powered refrigeration systems will often use many other types of fluid. 
The absorber plate usually consists of a sheet of metal with either 
integral or attached tubes for the liquid to flow through. In general 
these tubes will be on the sheet in one or two ~lan forms, sinusoidal 
or manifold (Fig.2). Each of these methods has something in its favor. 
The sinusoidal is the most common and is usually the easiest to produce. 
The manifold design, because of its short flow length, if properly 
designed will have slightly better performance. This short flow length 
causes a greater proportion of the flow to be in the developing flow 
regime. This results in the convection heat transfer coefficient on the 
inside of the tube being higher than would normally be expected. Only 
6 
Sinusoidal 
Manifold 
j 
' 
Figure 2. Plate Plan Forms 
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the manifold design will be analyzed in this paper, primarily due to the 
complexity of the heat transfer in the sinusoidal absorber sheet. In 
the manifold design the temperature profile is symmetrical, and the heat 
flux may be calculated in a one-dimensional manner. The sinusoidal 
design lacks this symmetry, and hence must be treated as a two dimen-
sional problem. The tubes may be attached to the sheet in many 
different ways. In general they will be attached above the sheet, 
inside the sheet, or under the sheet (Fig. 3). The important thing in 
attaching the tubes is that not only must there be a good mechanical 
mounting, but there must be a good thermal bond as well. The surface 
of the absorber plate is usually coated to increase performance. This 
coating varies from simple flat black enamel to special selective 
coatings that limit the radiation losses from the plate. 
The enclosure serves multiple purposes. The primary purpose is to 
reduce heat losses from the sides and the back, for this reason 
enclosures are usually lined with insulation. This insulation should be 
as effective as is consistent with good economic practices. The 
enclosure also protec~s the absorber plate and provides a mounting for 
the cover plate's. The surface of an absorber plate, especially with a 
selective coating, is often fragile. Moisture, dust and handling can 
deteriorate its performance. The enclosure should be designed so as to 
provide the minimum possible shading of the collector absorber plate. 
In addition to all these requirements, it is usually used as part of the 
mounting of the collector and therefore must have good mechanical 
strength. 
It can be seen from this short discussion that the factors 
8 
Tube Over Sheet 
Tube In Sheet 
Tube Under Sheet 
Figure 3. Tube Configurations 
influencing the design of a good flat plate collector are many and 
varied. This is further complicated by the fact that many of these 
factors are inter-related. In order to achieve a good design we must 
understand the effects of our design changes; this calls for the 
capability to analyze the effects of . design decisions. 
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III 
INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION 
One of the factors that will quite obviously affect the energy 
output of a solar collector is the energy incident upon it. In 
general this is a quite complex problem, and is dependent upon the cloud 
cover, time of day, season of the year, latitude of the installation, 
orientation of the collector, etc. 
According to ASH~ the incident radiation upon the outer 
atmosphere of the earth in one hour may be expressed as: 
III.l 
• \'There I _ = instantaneous insolation 
W = solar hour angle 
This may be further refined to: 
III.2 
'ilhere 
24 
Ioh -- 21T 
w + 7.5 
I rf(cos L cos cS cos W + sin L sin 8)dW 
sc 
w- 7.5 
I - solar constant 
sc 
r = ratio of mean distance of sun to actual 
.. 
~ = declination 
L = Latitude 
If we let Ws represent the solar ~ngle at sunrise, and td as the 
time of sunrise, then the solar angle at any time ~ is 
III.3 
Substituting this and performing the integration of equation III.2 
yields: \ 
11 
III.4 = 24 r I 27T sc 
• : ]-ws + lS(t+l-td) 
(cos L cos 6 sin W + W sin L sin u 
According to Brinkworth4 the solar angle at sunrise may be 
expressed as: 
-1 
III.S W s = cos ( -tan L tan 8 ) 
If we use this relation in equation III.4, then the hourly insolation 
is: 
III.6 
-1 
= 
24 
r I [cos L cos 6 (sin (cos (-tanL tan~) + lS(t+l 21T sc 
-1 
• 
sin (cos (-tanL tano) + lS(t-td))+ .2618 sin L 
The declination at any time of the year may be expressed in terms of 
the spring equinox as: 
III.7 • (27Td) 
0 
o - 23~ sin 365 
where d = number of days from spring equinox 
-
12 
• 
Figure 4. Solar Angles 
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It must be kept in mind that this is just the radiation incident on 
the outer edge of the atmosphere. This insolation will be reduced and 
scattered by the atmosphere. 
If we treat the atmosphere as a uniform isothermal gas, and neglect 
cloud cover, then: 
III.S 
\ 
• 
- a S 
a 
a = absorption coefficient of atmosphere 
a 
S = optical path length through atmosphere 
If we assume that the atmosphere is approximately unifor.m in depth, 
L, then the optical path length is just a function of the solar hour 
angle. 
• 
III.9 
(-a L) (f (W)) 
a 
or 
f(W) 
III.lO = K 
" 
-a L 
where • a K = I 0 h e 
The function of the hour angle can be found from simple geometry. 
Referring to figure 5 it is obvious that the optical path length is given 
by: 
. 
III.ll s = (~) cos e 
• 
where D 2 = radius of the earth 
e = as shown in figure 
From geometry: 
14 
Figure 5. Optical Path Through the Atmosphere 
III.l2 
and 
111.13 
6 = 180 - (W + 90 + a) 
• . _1 l ~ sin (W + 9 0 )~ 
a. = s~n 
D + L 
2 
Simplifying, we can see that: 
III.l4 f {W) 
---
Note that W is a function of time defined by equation III.3. 
15 
If the model is to be at all reasonable, we must include the effects 
due to cloud cover. Brinkworth5 · presents the following empirical 
relationship: 
III.15 
where 
f = 1 - .!. e2 2 
f = fractional insolation relative to clear conditions 
• e = fractional cloud cover 
Including both the effects of atmospheric absorption and cloud 
cover, the insolation upon the earth's surface may be expressed as 
III.l6 f(W) 
K 
where all variables are as previously defined. 
The only term in our equations that has not been discussed is the 
ratio of the mean earth-sun distance to the actual distance. The earth's 
16 
orbit is basically an ellipse with a mean radius of 93 million mi~es, 
'· 
6 and an eccentricity of 0.0167 • The semiparameter is defined by 
III.l7 2 - -p = a (1 - e ) 
0 
where p = semi parameter 
a = semi major axis 
0 
\ e = eccentricity of orbit 
From this it can be readily shown 7 that 
III.l8 2 r = (1 - e cos <f>) 
where <1> = angular separation of planet from aphelion 
Since the eccentricity of the earth's orbit is so small, it will be 
assumed that the earth has a constant rate of angular revolution about 
the sun, 3548.19 seconds of arc, per day. Note that since <1> is measured 
relative to aphelion, the spring equinox occurs at 25~26'. Then using 
this, and the fact that the spring equinox occurs at d=O, 
III.l9 $ = (0.09856d + 258.433) 0 
where, as before, d = number of days from spring equinox 
The incident radiation may now be expressed in terms of date, hour, 
estimated cloud cover, and a number of constants. 
Note that the above relates to the energy incident upon a horizontal 
collector. Most collectors are inclined at same angle to the horizontal, 
in which case the following relationships apply: 
III.20 I = Ish cos 0 
17 
N 
Collector 
s 
Figure 6. Collector Orientation 
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where I = insolation or cover 
0 = angle of collector to horizontal in plane of the sun 
Again, from Brinkworth 8 , 
III.21 cos 0 = cos (A - ~) + cos A cos ~ cos (Z - ~) - 1 
where ~ = attitude of collector 
$ = azimuth angle 
A = solar altitude 
Z = solar azimuth (F~g.s 5,6) 
III.22 sin A = cos 6 cos L cos (W - 90 ) + sin o sin L 
III.23 sin Z = cos 6 sin (W - 90 ) 
cos A 
Given these relations we can calculate a theoretical insolation 
upon any collector. 
It must be remembered that these relations are very approximate. 
The number of terms neglected in the preceeding analysis outnumber the 
terms included. To name just a few, we neglected the effects of haze, 
air pollution, humidity, the fact that the atmosphere's depth is not 
uniform, and many others. For this reason the estimation of incident 
solar energy should only be used when historical information and/or 
current measurements are not available. In most cases it is easier, and 
' 
more exact, to use information campi ed by the government over a number 
of years. A good source for this information is the NOAAWeather service 
at Ashville , North Carolina. 
IV 
TRANSMISSION THROUGH THE COVER PLATE SYSTEM 
Not all the energy incident upon a collector is absorbed by the 
collector plate. A percentage of the incident radiation is reflected 
from, or absorbed by, the cover sheet(s). The rest of the energy is 
transmitted through the cover to the absorber plate. The analysis of 
the fraction of the energy that is transmitted, presented in this 
chapter, follows the work done by Hottel 9• 
IV.l T = T T 
r a 
where T = transmittance with just reflection losses 
r 
T = trans~ittance with just absorption losses a 
Note that this is only an approximate solution since it does not include 
that fact that there may well be interaction between the two effects. 
The simplicity of this concept enables us to determine an adequate 
approximation ~f a complex situaticn. 
In order to consider the transmittance with just reflection losses 
taken into consideration, we must make two basic simplifying assumptions: 
1. We are dealing with a system of optically smooth, non 
conducting plates. 
2. The light is monochromatic and is made up of two linearly 
polarized components. 
Using these assumptions we can generate the Fresnel coefficient of 
fl . 10 re ect1on . 
tan (ex' - 8) 
pll = tan (a' + S) IV.2 
IV.3 -sin (ex, - 8) p -
sin (ex,+ S) l-
where a, and a are the angles of incidence and refraction 
(Fig. 7) 
and are given by Snell's Law: 
IV.4 
where 
sin a, N2 
= 
sin a Nl 
a, = angle of incidence 
a = angle of refraction 
N2 = index of refraction of cover plate 
N1 = index of refraction of air 
The index of reflection is, by definition, equal to the square of 
the Fresnel coefficient. Since we have two polarized components, we 
use the arithmetic average. 
IV.S 
This is the percentage of incident energy reflected from the air -
surface boundary. 
Now, consider the various geometries of cover plates under study. 
We will allow fro~ one to three cover plates in any combination of 
20 
materials. The problem is complicated by multiple internal reflections. 
If there is only one cover plate, we have the situation shown in 
figureS. If we let a represent the absorptivity of the collector plate, 
we can see that every time light hits the plate, (1 - a) is ref lected. 
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\ 
GLASS 
Figure 7. Transmission Through Glass 
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Of the energy that is reflected from the absorber plate, same passes 
through the cover, and the rest reflects back to the cover, this 
continues on in an infinite series of the form: 
IV.6 
and converges to 
IV.7 
where I = energy incident on cover 
I = energy incident on collector plate 
a 
a = absorptivity of collector plate 
The case of two cover plates is much more complex than that of a 
single cover plate. In the case of a single cover plate, we had an 
infinite number of reflections, but they could only occur between the 
23 
cover plate and the collector. In the case of two cover plates we can 
have an infinite number of reflections, in an infinite number of possible 
combinations. In order to greatly simplify the analysis we will only 
consider two of these infinite combinations; (1) the light travels 
through the two covers, and then reflects back and forth between the 
bottom cover and the collector plate, (2) the energy passes through the 
top, reflects off the middle and top, passes through the middle .cover 
sheet and then reflects between the middle cover and the collector plate. 
This is shown in figure9 . This yields two infinite series, which reduce 
to 
IV. 8 T 
r 
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All the other terms are of higher order and may be considered 
negligible. 
The case of three cover plates adds another level of complexity onto 
the situation. Again, in order to simplify the formulation, we will only 
consider the simplest of cases. The cases we will consider are (1) 
transmission through all three cover plates followed by multiple 
reflection and absorption between the bottom cover sheet and the 
collector, (2) transmission through the top two cover plates followed by 
reflection off the third and second sheets, transmission through the 
third and then multiple reflection and absorption between the third sheet 
and the collector plate, (3) transmission through the top, reflection 
from the second and the underside of the top, transmission through the 
second and third, and then multiple reflection between the third and the 
collector sheet, (4) transmission through the top, reflection between the 
second and the top, transmission through the second, reflection between 
the second and the third, transmission through the third cover sheet, and 
then multiple reflection between the third sheet and the collector. 
Combining all these terms will yield the following expression. 
IV.9 
T 
r 
= 
(l-r1 ) (l-r2) (l-r3) 
(l-(l-a)r3 ) 
Since a good design requires that r be small, it is obvious that 
higher order terms in this series become negligible very rapidly. 
The second term in our equation for the transmission through a 
series of covers was that dealing with the energy absorbed in the cover 
plates themselves. It should be noted that this energy "loss" is not in 
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fact all lost t? the system. It will be shown in the section devoted to 
thermal losses that the increase in cover temperature caused by the 
cover absorbing -~ergy will reduce the energy losses to the environment. 
Bouguer showed experimentally that for monochromatic light an 
infinitesimal layer cuts down the intensity, expressed as a ~raction, by 
9 
an amount directly proportional to the optical thickness of the layer · 
\ 
IV.lO 
where 
then 
IV.ll 
di 
I K dt - -= 
I = light intensity 
K = constant of proportionality 
t = optical thickness of material 
I 
-= 
I 
0 
T = e 
a 
-Kt 
From Snell's law and simple geometry the optical thickness of the 
glass is related to the physical thickness of the glass by; 
IV.l2 
where 
and therefore 
IV.l3 
t = 
a = 
t = 
T = 
T . 
aJ 
T 
cos a 
angle of refraction (Eq. III. 4) 
optical path length 
thickness of cover plate 
-K.T. 
= e 
J J 
cos a. 
J 
IV.l4 
For more 
T . = transmissivity of the jth plate 
aJ 
K. = constant of proportionality 
J 
than one cover plate we will get; 
n 
-r K. T. I cos B. 
J=l J J J T = 
a e 
Now that we have the transmittance due to reflection, and due to 
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absorption, their product is the overall transmittance of the system of 
cover plates. Note that while this is not an exact solution, it does 
make a reasonable approximation. 
This approximation is reasonable in the sense that, while not 
every factor is taken into account, all the dominating terms are 
included in the analysis. 
v 
THERMAL LOSSES 
The thermal losses consist of heat transfer through the top, sides 
and bottom of the collector. The most complex, and significant, of 
these terms is the top heat loss through the transparent cover sheets. 
The cover of the collector in the present analysis may consist of 
up to three transparent cover sheets in any combination of glass or 
plastic. This gives fourteen possible configurations, and each will 
need to be analyzed separately. In each analysis the same basic 
simplifications will be used. 
The first, and most significant, of our simplifications is that 
glass will be treated as totally opaque to the infrared radiation from 
any surface. This assumption is justified by the fact that the 
transmittance of glass is approximately zero at wavelengths in excess 
of 6 ~. Ninety-five percent (95%) of the energy radiated from a 
· typical flat plate collector is in this region above 6 ~m. The second 
simplification is that the plastic will absorb a negligible amount of 
the radiation losses through it. 
The only geometrjcal constraint is that the plate spacing will be 
assumed small with respect to the dimensions of the collector. This is 
made to simplify the radiation configuration factor. The configuratio~ 
factor of two finite parallel plates is given by ~2 
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V.l 2 
7Txy 
-1 
tan (~} 
l+y 
-1 ( y J -1 
tan l+x2 - x tan -1 ] x - y tan y 
where 
x = length/spacing 
y = width/spacing 
This relation is plotted in figurelO. From the plot it is obvious that 
for small plate spacing, typical for actual collectors, the configuration 
factor approaches unity. 'This value will be assumed in all cases. The 
individual cases are analyzed in the following sections. 
Single Glass Cover Plate 
The heat transfer from the collector plate consists of radiation 
plus convection from the collector sheet to the cover, and then from 
the cover to the environment. For steady state conditions the summation 
I 
of the heat fluxes at any point must equal zero. An energy balance on 
the collector plate gives 
v .2 
and for 
-c(T 
qloss m 
the cover 
5 
-
c (T - T ) 4 + 
m c 
.(T T ) - a 
c a 
(; + 
c 
(T 4 
c c 
1 
1 
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Figure 10. Configuration Factor 
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where q = heat loss from collector loss 
c = coefficient in convection equation 
T = collector mean plate temperature 
m 
T = cover mean temperature 
c 
E = emissivity of cover 
c 
E = emissivity of collector plate p 
\ a = Boltzman's constant 
V = wind velocity (mph) 
T = sky temperature for radiation 
s 
T = air temperature 
a 
a = absorption coefficient of cover 
t = cover thickness 
8 = angle of refraction 
I = intensity of incident radiation 
These expressions may be written more compactly using the notation of 
reference ( 13) • For the plate: 
V.4 q + (h + hr E ) T = (h + hr E ) T loss pc pc pc c pc pc pc m 
For the cover: 
v.s T (h + E hr + hw + E hr ) = +T c pc pc pc cs cs m 
(hpc +EE hr ) + T hw + T (E hr ) + ai pc pc a s cs cs 
where h c(T - T )~ 
xy X y 
1/ 1 1 E = (- +-- 1) xy EX Ey 
hr = a (T 4 - T 4) I (T - T ) xy X y X y 
hw = 1 + .3V 
a = 
- at 1-e---
cos a 
Now equation V.S can be used iteratively to yield T and the result 
c 
substituted-into V.4 to determine the heat loss. 
Single Plastic Cover Sheet 
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In th~s case the heat transfer from the collector plate consists of 
convection from the plate to the cover, and then to the atmosphere. 
The radiation goes direct from the plate to the sky, with only a slight 
reduction due to the transmittance of the cover not being unity. We 
again conduct an energy balance to yield, for the plate; 
V.6 
For the cover: 
V.7 
5 
q -c(T - T )4 - OE (T 4 loss p c p p T 
4) T = 0 
s 
c (T p 
5 
T )4 
c 
(1 + .3V) (T - T ) + 
c a 
1 -
Using the previously defined notation this reduces to 
v.a 
and 
V.9 
= T 
m 
(h + E hr T) - T (E pc ps ps s ps 
+ T (h + hw) = +T h . + T hw + ai 
c pc m pc a 
- at 
cos s 
e I= 0 
hr ps T) 
The solution to this set of equations is found in the same manner as for 
the first case. 
Two Cover Sheets, Both Glass 
•. 
In this case radiation and convection occur between the plate and 
the bottom cover sheet, cover 2. Then radiation and convection occurs 
between the two cover sheets, cover 2 to cover 1. Finally radiation and 
convection occurs between the top cover, cover 1, and the environment. 
The system equations may be written as follows: 
For the co~ector plate (P) : 
V.lO ql + T 2 (h 2 + E 2 hr 2) = T (h 2 + E 2 hr 2) oss c pc pc pc m pc pc pc 
For the bottom cover sheet (C2) : 
V.ll 
For the top cover sheet (Cl) : 
V.l2 
Two Cover Sheets, Both Plastic 
In this case, convection occurs from cover to cover, but radiation 
occurs directly from the collector plate to the environment. 
For the collector plate: 
V.l3 = T h + E hr T2 (T - T ) 
m pc2 ps ps m s 
For the bottom cover sheet: 
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V.l9 (h 2 + E 1 pe pc 
x hrpcl T) 
For the bo_ttom cover : 
V.20 
- T h - a I 
m pc2 e2 
\ 
For the top cover: 
V.21 
-Tel (E 1 hr 1 T + h 1 2 + hw + E 1 hr l ) + T h pc pe c c e s e s c2 clc2 = 
- T (E l hr l T) - T hw - T E l hr l m pc pc a s c s c s 
In general the equations for the case of two cover sheets will take 
the form; 
qloss + A Tc2 + B Tel = C 
D Tc2 + E Tel = F 
G Tc2 + H Tel = I 
In matrix format this may be written as: 
V.22 1 A B qloss c 
0 D E Te2 = F 
0 G " H Tel I 
Applying Cramer's Rule, we can see that 
V.23 
= 
I~ 
I~ 
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V.24 
Since the coefficients of the matrix are functions of these 
solutions, we must iterate through the system of equations. Each time 
we solve f~r the temperatures, we must redetermine the coefficients, and 
\ 
thus get a better estimate of the true temperature. When successive 
changes are smaller than some predeter.mined limit, the heat loss may be 
calculated. 
V.25 ~~ 
= I~ 
A 
D 
G 
A 
D 
G 
B 
E 
H 
Three Cover Plates, ·All Glass 
The energy balance is conducted in the same manner as has been 
previously illustrated. In this case radiation and convection heat 
transfer occurs from collector plate to cover, and then from cover sheet 
to cover sheet until it goes to the environment. 
For the collector plate: 
V.26 q + T 3 (h 3 + hr 3 E 3) = T (h 3 + E 3 hr 3) loss c pc pc pc m pc pc pc 
For the bottom cover sheet (C3) : 
V.27 
-T (h + E hr + h E 3 ) + Tc2 (hc3c2 + Ec3c2 c3 pc3 pc3 pc3 c3c2 c c2 
- T 
m 
(h 3 + hr 3 E 3) - I a 3 pc pc pc c 
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For the middle cover sheet (C2) : 
V.28 T (h + E hr ) - T (h + E hr 
c3 c3c2 pc3 c3c2 c2 c3c2 c3c2 c3c2 
For the top cover sheet (C~) : 
V.29 · T (h + hr E ) - T (h + E hr + hw \ c2 c2c1 c2c1 c2c1 cl c2c1 c2c1 c2cl 
+E 1 hr l ) = - a 1I - T (E l hr 1 ) - T hw c s c s c s c s c s a 
Three Cover Sheets, Top Plastic, Others Glass 
In this case convection and radiation heat transfer occurs between 
the collector plate and the bottom cover and between the bottom cover and 
the middle cover :sheet. The radiation from the middle sheet is direct 
to the environment, and the convection is to the top sheet and then from 
the top sheet there is convection to the atmosphere. 
For the collector plate: 
V.30 ql + T 3 (h 3 + hr 3 E 3 ) = T (h 3 + hr 3 E 3) oss c pc pc pc m pc pc pc 
For the bottom cover sheet: 
V.31 
- T 
m 
(h 3 + hr 3 E 3) - I a 3 pc pc pc c 
For the middle cover sheet: 
V.32 
+ E 2 hr 2 T) + T l h 2 l c s c s e c c = - I ac2 - T (E 2 hr 2 T) s c s c s 
For the top cover sheet: 
V.33 - I a - T hw 
cl a 
Three Cover Sheets, Bottom Glass, Others Plastic 
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Radiation and convection heat transfer occurs between the collector 
plate and the bottom cover sheet. Radiation from this sheet is direct 
\ 
to the environment, but convection occurs between each sheet, until it 
is convected off the top sheet. 
For the collector plate: 
V.34 ql + T (h 3 + hr 3 E 3 ) = T ass c3 pc pc pc m (h + hr E ) pc3 pc3 pc3 
For the bottom cover sheet: 
V.35 -T (h + E hr - h - E hr T2) + T h 
c3 pc3 pc3 pc3 c3c2 c3s c3s c2 c3c2 
2 
-T (h 3 + E 3 hr 3) - T (E 3 hr 3 T ) - I a 3 m pc pc pc s c s c s c 
For the middle cover sheet: 
V.36 
For the top cover sheet: 
V.37 - I a cl 
Three Cover Sheets, Bottom and Top Glass, Middle Plastic 
This case is a little more complicated. Radiation and convection 
occurs between the collector plate and the bottom cover sheet. 
Convection then takes place from this bottom sheet to the middle sheet, 
= 
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and then to the. top sheet. Radiation heat transfer from the bottom cover 
sheet is to the top cover sheet. Convection and radiation heat transfer 
occur from this top cover sheet to the environment. 
'For the collector plate: 
V.38 q + T (h + hr E ) = T loss c3 pc3 pc3 pc3 m (h 3 + hr 3 E 3) 
\ 
For the bottom cover sheet: 
V.39 
+ Tel (Ec3cl hrc3cl T) = 
For the middle cover sheet: 
V.40 
For the top cover sheet: 
V.41 
- I a 
cl 
pc pc pc 
- I a 3 - T (h 3 + E 3 hr 3) c m pc pc pc 
= - T hw - T (E l hr l ) a s c s c s 
Three Cover Sheets, All Plastic 
In this case, the radiation heat transfer from the collector plate 
is to the environment. The convection occurs from the plate to the 
bottom cover sheet, then to the middle and top cover sheet until 
convection occurs from the top cover sheet to the atmosphere. 
For the collector plate: 
v.42 
For the bottom cover sheet: 
. 
V.43 - T 
· c3 (h 3 + h 3 2) + pc c c 
For the middle cover sheet: 
V.44 - T 
c2 (hc3c2 + hc2cl) 
For the top cover sheet: 
Tc2 h 
+ Tc3 
= 
c3c2 
T ) E hr T3 
s ps ps 
- T h - I ac3 m pc3 
h + T h = - I a 
c3c2 cl c2cl 
V.45 - Tel (hc2cl + hw) + Tc2 hc2cl = - Ta hw - I acl 
Three Cover Sheets, the Top Glass, Others Plastic 
t 
c2 
As in all the other cases the convection heat transfer takes place 
40 
from the collector plate to the bottom cover sheet and then from sheet to 
sheet until it is convected off the top cover to the atmosphere. The 
radiation heat transfer from the collector plate is to the top cover 
sheet. Radiation then occurs from the top to the environment. 
For the collector plat~: 
V.46 qloss + Tc3 hpc3 + Tl (Epcl hrpcl T
2
) = 
hr T2) pel 
For the bottom cover sheet: 
T 
m (h 3 + E 1 pc pc 
V.47 
- T (h + h ) + T h = - Tm hpcJ - I ac3 c3 pc3 c3c2 c2 c3c2 
For the middle cover sheet: 
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V.48 
- I a 
c2 
For the top cover sheet: 
·V.49 2 
- Tel (h 2 1 + hw + E l hr l T + E 1 hr ) + T h c c pc pc c s c1s c2 c2c1 
- T hw - T E hr T2 - T E hr - I a 
a m pel pel s cls c1s c1 
Three Cover Sheets, Bottom Plastic, others Glass 
The radiation heat transfer from the collector plate is to the 
middle cover sheet. Convection occurs from the collector plate to the 
bottom cover sheet, and then from the bottom cover sheet to the middle 
cover sheet. Radiation and convection takes place between the middle 
cover and top cover sheets. Radiation and convection both take place 
between the top cover sheet and the environment. 
For the collector plate: 
V.49 ql + Tc3 h 3 + T 2 (E 2 hr 2 T) = T (h 3 + E 2 x oss pc c pc pc m pc pc 
For the bottom cover sheet: 
v.so - I a - T h 
c3 m pc3 
For the middle cover sheet: 
V.Sl 
For the top cover sheet: 
= 
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V.52 T (h + E hr ) - T (h + E hr + h 
c2 · c2cl c2cl c2cl cl c2cl clc2 clc2 w 
Three Cover Sheets, Middle Plastic, Others Glass 
Both radiation and convection heat transfer take place between the 
collector plate and the bottom cover plate. Radiation heat transfer then 
\ 
takes place between the bottom cover sheet and the top cover sheet, while 
convection takes place between the bottom cover sheet and the middle 
cover sheet. Convection heat transfer occurs between the middle cover 
sheet and the top cover sheet. The heat is finally lost from the top 
sheet to the environment by means of radiation and convection. 
For the collector plate: 
V.53 q + T h + T 2 E hr T = T (h 3 + E 2 hr 2 T) loss c3 pc3 c pc2 pc2 m pc pc pc 
For the bottom cover sheet: 
V.54 
For the middle cover sheet: 
For the top cover sheet: 
In general the simultaneous equations of the three cover sheet 
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heat balance may be put in the form: 
v.s7 1 A B c qloss = D 
0 -- E F G Tc3 = H 
0 I J K Tc2 = L 
0 M N 0 Tel = p 
Where\A, B, c, etc., are the coefficients of the unknowns and are 
different for each case under consideration. If we apply Cramer's rule 
we can solve for the unknown temperatures. 
V.SB H F G 
L J K 
p N 0 
Tc3 = 
E F G 
I J K 
M N 0 
V.S9 E H G 
I L K 
Tc2 
M p 0 
= 
E F G 
I J K 
M N 0 
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V.GO E F H 
'· 
I J L 
M N p 
Tel = 
E F G 
I J K 
M N 0 
\ 
Since the coefficients of the equations are functions of these 
temperatures, we may now use the results to redetermine the coefficients. 
This will yield new temperatures, and the iteration proceeds. These 
temperatures will approach a limiting value for the temperature of the 
cover. Although this temperature is unknown, as we approach the correct 
solution the changes in temperature form one iteration to the next will 
get smaller. When the change from one iteration to the next becomes 
negligible, the process is terminated. Once the temperatures of the 
cover sheets are known, the heat loss through the cover may be calculated. 
V.61 D A B c 
H E F G 
L I J K 
p M N 0 
qloss = 
1 A B c 
0 E F G 
0 I J K 
0 M N 0 
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Estimates of the heat loss through the ~dges and the rear of the 
'· 
collector must be made in order to find the total heat losses. Reference 
14 recommends the use of the following rules of thumb: 
V.62 
V.63 
where 
\ 
~ear = .l qloss 
q d = 0.08 DP (T - T ) I A 
ege m a c 
D = depth of collector box 
P = perimeter of collector 
A = area of collector 
c 
These losses may be examined in a little more detail • 
.I 
The losses through the back consist of conduction through the rear 
insulation, followed by radiation and convection to the environment. 
For all practical purposes, however, the radiation losses may be 
neglected. A quick analysis will generate· the equation. 
V.64 
where 
(T - T ) 
hB ~ 
~ear = mp a ~+ 1 LR 
~= conductivity of rear insulation 
L = R thickness of rear insulation 
h = convection heat transfer coefficient from rear B 
For a reasonable valve of fue convection coefficient, we may approximate 
the above with 
V.65 ~ear = (T - T ) mp a 
The losses from the side of the collector are much more complex. I 
a well designed system, however, these losses should be very small, and 
46 
thus need not be estimated with. great accuracy. In this case the 
ASHRAE "rule of thumb" is probably as. good an estimate as any. 
The total heat loss from the collector is then given by: 
V.66 q 
loss total = qloss + ~ear + qedge 
In order to find any of these values, however, we need to know the 
mean temperature of the collector plate. Given this we can define a 
loss coefficient 
V.67 u = q I (T - T ) 
L losstotal m a 
In the next chapter it will be shown that the mean temperature is, 
in fact, a function of this loss coefficient, and thus the calculation 
of the thermal losses must be done iteratively until a solution for 
the correct mean temperature, and heat loss, is found. 
VI 
PLATE EFFICIENCIES 
There are three basic plate configurations that will be under study. 
They are: tube over sheet (Fig. l]) , tube in sheet (Fig .12 ) , and tube 
\ 
under sheet (Fig..l3) • The derivation of the various so called "plate 
efficiency factors" follows the derivations of Bliss 15 and Dliffie~6 • 
Consider first the problem of a s~le fin, insulated at one end 
and with a known temperature at the other end. For our analysis choose 
an element of length llx, thickness o. An energy balance will yield; 
VI.l 
where 
6x (s + UL (T-TA~ + (-K6:) x - (K6~) x+lbt = 0 
S = absorbed energy 
T = local temperature 
T = ambient temperature 
A 
UL = overall loss coefficient 
K = thermal conductivity of plate 
This is subject to the boundary conditions that; 
VI.2 dT 
dx 
x=O 
= 0 T 
Simplifying the equations will yield; 
VI.3 
x=L' 
= T 
root 
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I 
Figure 11. Tube Over Sheet Configuration 
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.. 
\ 
Figure 1.2. Tube in Sheet Configuration 
"· 
Figure 13. Tube Under Sheet 
I 
r£i Q 
I 
so 
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Duffie has shown that the solution to the above equation subject to the 
•. 
given boundary conditions is; 
VI.4 cosh 
X 
cosh L' 
~though the temperature distribution is important, the object of 
interest i& the heat flow into the root of the fin, i.e. the base of the 
\ 
collector tube. We may make use of Fourier's heat conduction law to 
write; 
VI.S 
where 
VI.6 
If we let U be the bond conductance, then the heat flow from the 
c 
fin base to the tube wall may be expressed as; 
VI.7 
In the case of tube over sheet we must include the energy input 
through the incident radiation on the tube itself. 
VI.8 
where D = outside diameter of the tube. 
E 
In the case of tube insheet construction, the same equation may be used. 
In the case of tube under sheet the energy is incident upon the base of 
the bond. Therefore; 
52 
VI.9 
Notice that in all cases the heat flow is dependent upon the root, 
or base temperature,- and the tube temperature. In order for these 
equations to have any utility they must be a function of the fluid 
temperature. 
If w~ neglect .the temperature drop through the tube wall, the 
heat flow from the tube to the fluid is 
VI.lO 
where hf = fi1m coefficient 
D = inside diameter of tube 
Combining equations VI.lO, VI.9, VI.7,and VI.s; along with 
suitable algebraic manipulation, it may be shown that for the tube 
under sheet case 
V:r.ll 
where UL = over all loss coefficient 
S = absorbed radiation 
Tf = local fluid temperature 
hf = fi1m coefficient 
D - inside diameter of tube 
= outside diameter of tube 
= bond conductance 
F = defined by equation V.6 
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This is gener~lly put in the for.m; 
VI.l2 
-.-
where 
VI.l3 F' = 1/UL 
[ UL (2L~F+DE) + h~nD + ~ c J B 
In a s~lar way, one may show for the tube over sheet case that 
equation "'7I .l2 still applies and; 
VI.l4 F' = 1 
UL 1 
B + D 1 nDhf E UL 1 
+ D U 2L'F E c 
For the case of tube in sheet construction, the bond conductance 
becomes infinite and 
1 
VI~lS 
+ 
1 
DE + 2L'F 
This series of equations enables us to evaluate the heat input to 
a fluid of known temperature. If the fluid was at constant temperature, 
this would be all that was required. The purpose of a solar collector 
is to heat the fluid that is going through it, so the fluid temperature 
is a function of its position in the collector. If we assume the fluid 
has a constant specific heat, an energy balance will yield; 
VI.l6 ~ ~ydx = GCL ~y dTf 
54 
where .. ~ = heat gain in the fluid 
G = mass flow of fluid per unit area 
C = specific heat of fluid 
L = length of tube 
Now, taking the differential of equation VI.l2 and dividing by B to 
yield a per unit area rather than per unit length equation will yield; 
\ 
VI.l7 dq = - F' U dT 
· -u L u 
Substituting 
V-I-•. 18 d~ -F' UL 
-=---~ GCL dx 
Integrating this equation along the tube will give the actual useful 
heat gain in the collector; 
v·I.l9 
where 
-(F'UL X I GCL) 
q = heat input at the inlet 
-uo 
= overall loss coefficient 
= mass flow/area 
c = specific heat of fluid 
In order to find the average; 
1 L ~=LJ'\mdx 
0 
Performing the indicated integration and substituting for x will give; 
VI.2i GC [ -F'U ] [ ~ = UL 1 - e L S - UL 
GC 
If we define ~r as the overall efficiency factor, then 
VI.22 
-FGC'UL) F = GC (1 - e ---
r UL 
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In all cases this is a function of the plate configuration factor, from 
equa:tidnS' VI .13 I n.~l4 ~ and VI .15 
The total useful heat gain in the collector is then expressed as; 
\ 
V·I. 23 Q =A F ( S - U (T. - T >) u r L 1n A 
If we retain the assumption that the specific heat is a constant, 
then equation V.16 may be rewritten as; 
VI.24 
VI.25 
F I (S - u (T - T ) ) = GC dT 
L f A dx 
From this we may generate the ordinary differential equation 
F'U B 
L 
me 
s 
+ T 
UL A 
F'U B 
= dT + L T 
dx me 
This is subject to the boundary condition that the temperature at 
the inlet is T. • The solution to this equation is 1n 
VI.26 
-F'U B 
LX 
me . 
and from the boundary condition 
VI.27 
The mean value of the fluid temperature is given by; 
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From here on we must consider two separate cases--tube under sheet and 
tube over sheet. It should be noted that tube in sheet is just a 
degenerate case of tube over sheet, where the bond conductance approaches 
. infinity. 
First consider tube over sheet. In this case the en~rgy incident 
upon the tube is given by equation ·vr.a. The · energy through the bond may 
. 
be calcula~d and the root conduction of the fin is found to be given by 
VI.33 
~fin= 
D UL 
BF' (1 + _E __ 
hf nD - D ) (S - U (T - T ) E L mf A 
From this, the root temperature may be calculated. 
VI.34 T BF' root= 
1 1 DE 0L 
iJ + h nD + h D U 
c f f 7f c 
•(T - T ) ) + T 
mf A mf 
(S - U 
L 
Since we now have Troot' the temperature along the fin may be calculated. 
This is done by means of equation V.4. In this case, however, xis 
replaced by 
VI.35 
X= 
D 
L' + E 
2 - y 
since we are using y as the distance from the tube along the fin. 
The mean plate temperature is defined as 
L' 
DE 
+-VI.36 1 1 2 T = T dx mp L' + DE X 
2 
0 
and recognizing that the temperature from the center line of the tube, to 
the center of the fin will yield; 
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VI.37 D L' + D E E 
1 [Jo2 T 1 ;X dx J T = TUBE dx + mp L' + DE 
- . "2 DE 
L 
Performing the required integration, from the center line of the tube, 
to the center of the fin will yield; 
VI.38 T 1 l Twall DE (T - T s = -+ --) F + mp L' + DE 2 root A UL 
2 
(TA + L> LJ UL 
A similar analysis can be made on the tube under sheet case, and it 
can be shown that; 
VI.39 
and 
VI.40 
T 
root 
T = 
11\P 
L' 
• F + 
1 l Troot D + DE E + (T - T - S/u > 2 root A L 2 
(T + §.__) L'] 
A UL 
With the mean plate temperature known explicitly, we can recalculate 
the heat losses, and thus establish a new loss coefficient • . This then 
can be used to generate a new mean plate temperature. This iterative 
approach can be used to establish the temperatures and losses to any 
desired degree of accuracy. 
VII 
-.-
COMPUTER MODEL 
The preceeding chapters have developed a system of nonlinear 
simultaneous equations which describe the behaviors of a flat plate 
\ 
solar energy collector. This system may be solved by a number of 
approaches, the one used here is an iterative search for a solution, 
accomplished by a digital computer. 
As shown in the earlier chapters, in order to calculate the heat 
losses we must know the mean plate temperature, which, in turn, is a 
function of the heat losses. This requires some form of feedback, that 
is, we use an estimate of the losses to generate an estimate of the 
plate temperature, which in turn generates a better estimate of the 
losses. This basic idea of continually improving estimates is the 
underlying principle of the computer model. 
Functionally the computer model may be broken down into three basic 
components, calculation of absorbed energy, thermal losses, and mean 
plate temperature. The first of these may be calculated independently, 
the others are inter-related as previously mentioned. 
As presently configured, the computer model requires that the 
incident radiation be one of the input variables. As mentioned in the 
chapter dealing with incident radiation, historical or experimental data 
are more accurate than theoretical values. Since historical data is 
available for most locations in the United States, this was considered 
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acceptable. ~e transmittance of the system of cover plates may be 
calculated from the physical properties of cover materials. The 
required incident angles are computed from the time and location of the 
·.modeled system. With this data then, it is a simple matter to calculate 
the energy that passes through the cover plates, and that is absorbed by 
the collector plate. 
In order to compute the thermal losses, an arbitrary mean plate 
temperature is assumed initially. Once the mean plate temperature is 
assumed known, the temperatures of the cover plates are assigned initial 
values on a linear basis between the mean plate temperature and the 
ambient air temperature. Since all the temperatures involved in the 
heat transfer coefficients are assumed known, the system of equations 
may be solved as a system of linear simultaneous equations .with constant 
coefficients. This will generate new values for the cover plate tempera-
tures. These new temperatures are used to recalculate the coefficients, 
which are used to generate new equations and thus new cover plate 
temperatures. This continues until the calculated temperatures change 
little from one solution to the next. At this point the temperatures 
are considered known, and the heat losses may be calculated directly. 
There are some important considerations to be made when actually 
conducting the calculation outlined above. It is assumed in the 
formulation of the equations that the mean plate temperature will be the 
h~ghest temperature in the calculations. If the temperature of any of 
the cover plates exceeds the mean plate temperature, the solution to 
the system of equations may lie in the imaginary plane. This will cause 
the computer program to abort. If the solution is not in the imaginary 
I, 
•. 
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Figure 14. System Representation of Model 
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plane, it is also possible to have the calculated temperatures from one 
iteration to the next to diverge rather than coverg'ing to a real 
solution. The primary cause of problems of this sort is values for 
- ... -
extinction coefficient for cover thicknesses that are too high. This 
does not mean that they may not exist in reality, but rather that the 
computer program cannot handle this situation. 
Once the thermal losses are known the mean plate temperature may be 
calculated explicitly. This newly· calculated plate temperature is used 
to replace the value assumed in the calculations to get the thermal 
losses. This then yields new thermal losses, and thus new mean plate 
temperatures. This process continues until a solution to all the 
equations is found, at least within some reasonable accuracy. 
A quick glance at the simplified flow chart (Fig. 14) will show t he 
simularities between this computer program and a nonlinear control 
system~ This system has two positive feedback loops, and hence it is 
appropriate to consider the stability of the solution. The reasons for 
instability in the solution of the thermal losses equations have been 
discussed earlier. The primary reason for instability in the mean plate 
temperature feedback may be termed as too high "gain." If the newly 
calculated mean plate temperature is used without modification, the 
solution may oscillate or go imaginary. In order to prevent this, the 
mean plate temperature is chosen as some intermediate value betwe, n the 
iterations. 
The fact that a stable solution to the system of equations must 
exist is based on the fact that the physical system will stablize to 
some temperature. 
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A more complete understand~ng of the computer program may be 
obtained through a perusal of the detailed flow chart presented in the 
appendix. 
\ 
VIII 
-.-
MODEL VALIDATION 
There are five preliminary approaches to validation of a ''first 
time" computer model. These are: 1) Internal validity, that is, will 
\ 
it always give the same result for a given input? 2) Face validity, are 
the results reasonable? 3) Variable-Parameter validity, do the variables 
in the model correspond to the real world? 4) Hypothesis validity, are 
the components of the model reasonable in themselves? 5) Event validity, 
17 does the model predict observable results? • 
The first four of these tests have been satisfied in the derivation 
of the equations used in the model. The first test is satisfied by the 
deterministic nature of the equations. There are no random variables 
involved, and thus a given input will always yield the same output. The 
next three tests are satisfied by the historical basis of the model. 
This computer model is based on equations that, for the most part, have 
been in use over a long period of time. Where the equations are original, 
they are logical extensions of the earlier equations, or are verified by 
the fifth test. 
The fifth test is one of scientific validity, i.e. will the model 
match experimental data? In order to totally validate the model, each 
case that the model can handle should be tested, with all possible input 
variables. This obviously would be impossible, so a representative case 
will be used to prove the concept of the model. 
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The .representative case chosen is the basic tube in sheet collector 
with one cover plate. The collector tested was actually of a sinusoidal 
type rather than the manifold type the computer program was designed for. 
- . -
· .. This was corrected in the model by assuming the collector was a manifold 
type, with only three parallel tubes, and a flow length equal to that 
measured in the sinusoidal collector. The only difference between the 
actual hea~ trasnfer in the plate and the modeled heat transfer in the 
plate would be due to the ~etry assumed in the model. The effects 
of this change are assumed to be negligible. This collector was rather 
large, 19.8 ft. 2 in area, and the collector plate was of heavy gage 
steel. The enclosure was of wood, with up to two inches of styrofoam 
insulation provided. The cover was double strength window glass. The 
inlet and outlet temperatures insolation, fluid mass flow, and ambient 
air conditions were all monitored. The inlet conditions, mass flow, 
and ambient conditions were all used as input to the computer model. 
The results of both the experiment and the computer model for 
efficiency and temperature rise are given in :figures 16 and 17. The 
maximum error in the efficiency of the collector is 13%, while at a 
number of points the agreement is exact. over the entire range of 
the test, the computer underestimates the efficiency of the collector 
by an average of 4.4%. The agreement between computer model and experi-
ment is not quite as close when examining the temperature rise in the 
collector. over the entire test period the computer model under-
estimates the heat gain by an average of 7. 7%, with a maximum error of 
16% , and exact agreement as a minimum error . On the average then' the 
error involved in the computer model is less than 10%, however, toward 
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the end of the test period the errors involved became significantly 
larger than this. An inspection of the mass flow and insolation 
{Fig. 15) will show that the errors became large as both the mass flow 
and the insolation began to decline. Since the model is predicated on 
the assumption that the collector is in complete thermal equilibrium, 
it was thought that these changes in operating conditions may have 
caused transient effects that the model could not account for. 
In order to test this idea, another experiment was designed. In 
order to limit errors that may have been induced by the fluctuating 
flow in the first test, a closed heat transfer loop was designed and 
used. In this loop a pump was used to provide the flow, with a valve 
system controlling the flow rate. A flow meter was used on the outlet 
of the collector, and thermocouples were used on the inlet and the out-
let to measure the energy gain. Radiators and a fan were used to 
dissipate the energy collected. 2 A smaller {4.6 ft. ) tube over sheet 
collector was built for this series of tests so as to keep the required 
radiators to a manageable size. This collector was sinusoidal, as was 
the first collector, and the same corrections were used. 
The results of this series of tests are shown in f~gures 19, 20, 
and 21. During this series of tests the insolation fluctuated over a 
range of 109 to 286 BTU/HR-FT. 2 • This change of 162% was due to 
intermittent cloud cover. The large fluc.tuations in the input enerqy 
would have served to accentuate any transient effects. A comparison of 
the measured and predicted efficiency of the collector will show an 
average error of 18%, with a maximum error of 50%. A comparison of 
predicted and measured temperature gains will show even less agreement, 
~giator 
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Figure· 18. Heat Transfer Loop 
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an average error of 140%, and a n~ximum error on the order of 250%. 
With the large changes in insolation, there are very significant 
differences between the computer model and the experirnental data. 
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The primary differences between the two series of tests lies in 
the large transients in the second experiment. The fact that the 
agreement between the computer model and the experimental data is worse 
in the second ser1es of tests supports the idea that the primary error 
in the computer model is due to transient effects. 
The model may thus be considered valid, with the stipulation that 
it be applied only in those cases where the transient effects are 
negligible. 
IX 
- - -
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The computer model presented in the preceeding chapters met its 
intended goal; that is, it represents an accurate model of a stable 
\ 
flat plate solar collector. In this case stable is taken to mean the 
absence of transient effects. When the changes ·in insolation occur 
over a long period of time, the model is able to predict collector 
performance within 10%. 
With this in mind, we can make the following recommendations: 
1) The model can be used to evaluate design alternatives. 
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With the model the effects of alternate surface coatings, covers, 
etc., can be determined and evaluated in a much shorter time than 
was possible with hand calculations. 
2) The model can be used to determine unknown parameters 
of existing collectors. Such difficult to determine parameters 
as bond conductances, extinction coefficients, and transmittances 
can be found by altering their value in the model until the 
solution to the model matches the experimental performance of the 
collector. 
3) With the use of this collector model, it should be 
possible to begin construction of system models. This system 
could include solar space heating, air conditioning, and water 
heating. The use of the more rigorous non linear model in place 
of the usually assumed linear model with constant coefficients should 
enhance the accuracy of the system model. 
\ 
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Appendix I 
DETAILED FLOW-CHART OF COMPUTER MODEL 
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Appendix II 
SOURCE LISTING OF COMPUTER MODEL 
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CAICUl tTf THF. CA"f.q Tf.,PFAATYt.~r: FG~ A PLA!\TJ£ GU"£R 
r 
TC=TC':C • • • . . . . . · e • • ' · & • ···· 11 .. , .. · 
AO TO '-12 
616 QlO~~=TM*fHPr.•~P~*HPPS)•TS•fF.~~-H~P~)·Tr.•CHPC) 
----..Jt:-UP~SS/ C TMP T.A) . . , 
r,n Tn "Q9 ~ · · ~. ··\· .... · ,. ~ • ·· f ,. ' 4 • 
r. 
r. 
c 
60i' 
NOW ro'"c; lOER T._.F C~c;E _OF' TWO COVER PLA.TFS . ...... · COt.4TTNUF · · · ·.: · • · · · ... · . · · 
TF TAll;t ICJ 7F.~g, TWF'" A9Tfgu · rgv~b· t«; AI ~~~- . tF ·"' t~uf ·· jt;· z~r:u~· · ···tMF,· lt ··• r: 
TOP COVER IS GLASS. -
LE'VF.L 21 .. AJN . nATF ·• 7';147 aBA/10127 
c 
c 
6lA 
r 
c 
6?0 
c 
TNTTTAl T7F-" THE TJ:'MP~RATURE~. 
TC2=TMP-CT~P-TA)/3.0 
1ClcTA•(l~0-TA)I1. 0 
NOW r.At.rlJLATF. THF' r'OfFF'ICIFf\ITS. 
~P?.=1.*(TMP-TC2)oo(.?5) 
H1?=7*CTC?-TC1)••l.?.~) 
w w 1 W a • C J O \' 01 . k 4 • J. . t C, • II !4' 11 . J . < Ji . 3 . , 
... . . . 
• 9 
'' 
t .. ~ ;e 
.... 
.. . . 
..... 
. < , 
A:HP~+~P?.~t-fPP~ 
P=o.n 
r:T~PO(H~?+FP?.oHnP?) 
___ _..n~---(. --t......A-) ~~ ._J;:~wugpR,D~~ ... +J.c~-l-1 ~7 ... +&'"~2~s...ao..wul.JoiQ'~-+-------------------
F=Hl? F=f-l.~)*(lMP*(HP2+~P2*HRP2)+T~o(f~~*HD~~J+ALPH2*RAn) 
(;:'"41? 
H:C-l.O)*(Hl?+HW) 
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c 
6?.1 
. .. ., 
• ., to-:.· •• : ... -·.·..... • • • ~ • ' 
r 
LEVF.l. 
c 
.. I 
t;O TO ,~q 
, , 
'" .· ... , ... ...
NOW TURN TO THF r'ASF OF THR~E' COVFR PlAT~~. 
21 . MAJN nAT~ : 75147 
TNITJAI TZE THE Tf:'MPFRATURE«;. 
.... • l • ,!.;.I 
• I 
·· ..... ;;._ ... ..,· :_;, ... -... 
f' t .. 7 (1 i I ... 
OA/10/?7 
lCA=-T~P (. ?S, A f ~ ....... _______ ....__ ___________ .:...._ _____ _ 
TC?=T~P-C.~)~CTMP-TA) 
TC1=TMD-C.7~)*fTMP-TAl 
~ NOW ~O~PUTF THF ro~~~ICJ~NT~ 
--~~~3~1~~~~~~~·t(~JH)~o~o~(hwn?~~~)~-------------------~~~------------~---------
H3t:?O(fC3-TC2)oo(.?~) 
M?.]:70fTC?.-TCl)oo(.?~) 
HW=l.0+.3*V 
---_..,.~...,.p._..~=+-1-. AI ( 1 • n.I~P • 1 • A/,:-Ps~ 1 • t)) 1 
FP2=fl.n/(t.O/FP+l.O/FPc;?-1.0))oTAU~ 
F'Pl=fl.n/(t.O/f"P+l.O/E'Pc;)-t.O))OTAIJ3*TI)IJ~ 
fP«;:FP•TAU1•TAU?oTAIIl 
------~~~3tt?~-~(~l-.~).O/~P~~re~9~/~~P~S~?~·-rlre0~)r)----------.. ----------------------------F]\:(J.n/(l.n/FP~3+l.O/fPS1-1.n))*TAU2 
F3S:FP~3•TAU?*TAIJ1 · 
F.?l=(l.O/(l.O/fP~2+l.O/EPSJ-1.0)) 
-------~r~2~s~-~~Q~~Y+----------------------~------~~~~------~----~------~-Flc;=FP~1 • 
HRP1:c;T~MA•fTMP•o4.0-Tr3••4.n)/fTMP-Tr~) 
~RP2:~Tr,MAO(TMPoo4.~-Tr?**4.0J/fT~P-Tr?) 
------~~PP}:~~~M~~M~044,~-l~~~~~~U~P~T+r~1~)---------------------------------­
~RP~=ST~MA~(TMPoo4.n-T~oo4.0)/(T~P-T~) 
H~1?=~Tr,~~o(TC3•o4.n-Tr.?.••4.0)/(TC1-Tr.?) 
HP1J:c;T6MA•(TCloo4.0-lf.]Oo4.0)/(TCl-TCl) 
------~W~P~J~-~~~NA 6 (TCl••4.A-T~ 664.A)/(TCl T~) 
HP?l=STr,MAO(TC?oo4.n-Trt••4.0J/fTC?-Trlt 
MR2~:c;Tr,~Ao(TC?••4.n-T~••4.0)/(Tr?.-T«;) 
~~~~=~Tr,M~•ITCt•o4.n-T~**4.0)/(TC1-T~) 
__..~--~NQW-l)..J.V..J.{lf---t Hf~UA-l-t+lN-I-N+T+-~0~V41A~QHJi-+O*U:P';~r::..jal-l~i\-IF"--lt'"""w---------------­
TF(TAI.t1.J:()e0eO)~n Tn h~i! 
Tf'(Tftii.,.Fn.O.O)~n TO 61l 
TF(TAitl.fQ.O.O)t:n Tn f)34 
~c~----~Wl~ CA~f All CPV~P~ AP~ 
c 
634 
A:HP1 
R=n.o C=O.n P-TMP*~Pl•F.P5*~PP5*CTMP=T5) 
T=Hl' J=f-t.n)•(Hl?.+H?l) 
K=H21 L=C-l.D)*AbP~Z*AID I 
r10 rn ~qq 
NOW ro~~IO~R THr Cftc;E WHFRF ONLY THF T~P r.OVFR IS ALA~~. 
A:HP1 A:n.n 
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H:CTMP*HP3+ALP"f3*RAOl*4•i •. n) :··. . p ~·. : 
J:H::.i' . . :.!- ... : . :. :.: •. -~~· .... "'.· : . . :· •. ~ . •• : 
J=CH32+H2l )•C-1.~);· ·~.~~ .... ; . ., ·-··· ., . ·~. I.·<.,.·· .. ·.t.: W•l-4?1 , ........ -'' -' r:; ,·cv ~ ::=; 4i nu , .. ,., .. · ... · ., .··. lA ..... , :...~ ; .·· • ·;·, .!· ;· 
0 j . A 0 0 • 
·· '· I 
- a..r • 
. . . 
. . 
\t'.-~j; .. : .... ., 
JJ 
·.' . ~· . ·,; ~ . · ; . 
LEVFL ?.1 MAIN nATF : 75147 OR.fl0/?7 
l=(TMPO~P?*HRP?+TS*F2S*HR2~+ALPH2*RAn)*(-l.n) 
M:O.O 
N=~?l 
n-c~w•w2ta•c-l.AJ . 
P:(ALPHl*~AO+TA*HW) -
GO TO ~R9 
,• .. "' !» z. ··' • . .)·~ .... ""... ,., s ,,w 
• · .... ,. ... I'. ~ 
! t .·-. 
.... ..,.· 
r IN THt~ CASE THE TOP ·-COVF.R ·ys GLASc;. . : -4~_,: _·: _~: :; _-. .. . . 
. 63,_ A-YP3 ·· .. . : . 
~=EPf'*~RP2 
r.:o.n 
O:TMP*fHP3+FP20HPP?) 
! 't •••• 
E:-CMP1•W32)*C·l.O) It 
F:H ;t · .. ·· ~· · .. .(' ' ••• p Jt ' J 5 .• 'i-
r,=o.n . 
H:CALPH3•RAO+TMP*HPJ)*(•le0) 
________ __,.., :J-412 . . 
. .. 
J:(f.P?*HRP?+H32+H?1+£2l•~P21J*C- ~) 
t<:H2l+s:'i»l*HR~l 
L=fALPH?.*RA0)*(-].0)-TMPO(FP2•HRP?) ,._ 
. .... 
z: • i 5 
- . .. 
63i» tf.(TAtJ;t.F.:Q.O.Ol(;O TO 61~ 
NOW rO~I~ TOFR THF ROTTOM COVFR t;HF.ET AS Gl &c;c. 
TFfTAttl.EQ.O.O)t:n Tn ,37 
_.,.c--~IH£ TOP two cavFoS or PLASTIC. 
A:t-fP~+HRP3*FP3 
R=n.n 
C:O.O 
0 TMPO(HP3•EP3*YPP1) { ·> 
r-n Tfl ~R9 C THF nnTTO~ ANn TOP r.OVF.R5 OF GLA~S. THF Mtnntr OF PLA5TtC. 
637 A=CHP3+FP3•HQ~3) 
-------A=-4. C=n.n 
n:TMPO(HP3+FP3*HRP~) 
f:(HP3+FP3*HRP3+H3?+F.31*HR31) 0 (•l.O) 
F:H~il 
~ < ,~- 0 ..... 
..1 •• Et\f. - • 4 I 
.. 
... ., . ... 
• , . •• •. ; .. t .. , • t ri k .... 
l:fAlP~~·~AOJ*f-l.n) 
~=F3l*~~31 
N: ... ?l 
-----+~9tt~•Htf~] ttll~t •H21•!4WtF15•ttP}«;) o I 1 iA) 
P:CTA*~W+TS*FlS•~PJ5+AlP~l*RAO)o(-l.O) 
r,o rn f,A9 
r. NOW CON~IOFR THF ROTTOM TWO r.ov~R ~HFFT~ OF GLASS. 
--~6~3~fl"r. -THF~IHT~ a 0) 6A TA 63R 
C THF lOP ~H~~T OF PLASTIC. 
6:(HP1+r:'PJo~QP~) 
R=n.o 
t:• 
O=T~PO(HP3+FP30HDP~) 
~=(HP3+r:'PJoH~~l+H3~+F32*HR3?.)*f-l.O) 
F:HJ~+r:'J2*HQ32 
----+tG a o--.-tf 
H=(TMPo(HP3+H~P3*tP1)+ALPH1*QAn)o(•le0) 
T=H3?+~~?. 0HP3?. 
~=(~12+F3?•HR3?+H21+f2S*HR25) : 
K•t•Pl ·· · · · 
l=fALP~?*RAO+TS•F?~•~R?.SJ*f-1.0) M=o.n 
N=H21 
OcCH2ltHW)O .C la9J .. t ·-·· L ~ ...... o: .... ~ t ·.··--, s 1 . s:.,.. .. ., .. . ... . : .. ' ·· 
lEVF.:t 21 MAIN nATF.: = 75147 
R=o.n 
r.=n•" fl:TM* (HPl+HRP3•FP3) ··· 
t:::CWP~•r:P]AHqP3•H3?•1='l?*.,.R~i')*f laf't · " ~·· t: ·"· '· ,._' -- --~- ··• 't 5 
=H2t+~i»l*HQ;») 
O:(H~l+F2l*HP2l+HW+Fl5*HPl~)o(-1.") 
P:(AlPHl*PAn+T5•~l~•HR]~+TftOHW)o(-1.n) 
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' • 0 
As 
08/l.fJ/27 
A 
.. ·;e- . - •q 
. I 
C ~g~A~~~~E-T~~ T~MP~~A+THUuP~F~S~w----------------~------------------------
68Q nrl:FO(J•O-NOK)-~O(JOO-MO~)+f,O(J*N-MOJ) 
T3= ('"4• t J*O-N•K, -r=-• 11 •n-P•K' •t;• <I. oN-P•~,, 10r.3 
T2:(r:'O(L•O-P•K)-HOfT•O-~OK)+r,O(fOP-L*~))/OC3 
----+T-~-1---~c-'Jt LJAP-L 6 N) -~• c t•P-L 6 ") •w• c T*N-c:l*"), 1nr~ 
FRP1:APt:;(TC3-ll) 
FRQ?=A~~(Tri?-T?l 
FPP):APC:::(Trl-lll 
-------~~~~F-aa+-GT.l.O)GO TO ~~~-----------------------------------~----------­lF(FDP?.fiT.l.O)r,n TO 6QO 
JF(FPP~.GT.l.O)r,O TO 6QO 
r;o rn ~o,cn 
6QO lC:J-Tl 
lJL:QTOT/(TMP-TA) 
r. TNPIJT Tt-4f r.OMFJr,UR&TlON 
C l=TtJQf OVFQ c:;HJ:.:FT 
t ~~~~v~ t&J ~w~_&.+---------~------------~--~----~---------------------
r 1=TU"F UNnF.R SHFF'T 
t;:FLOW/1\P 
~=RR 
CONTit~ll~ 
l~'JF.:t "21 . 
C . 
c 
I; J a :. ,.. .. 
' . s .._ s , ; a 
THlS yc; THF. CASF OF' TURf. U"IOF~ «:;a.tFF'T • 
TH~ VAPJARLF~ AP~ A~ PPFVtnU~LY OEFTNF~. 
f'- C TAN,. C C SQRT UJL I ( IC 0 0£b) J J *bP J ) I C (SORT C Ul I UC*IlF.L.J J J ttbPJ 
FF=lJL/C'\cl41rtQonoHF') 
FP=1.0/((fF'+00)0R) 
- .... t 
. 
-· . - tt . . :· ....... 
. , 
. .~ ,, . ···t 
Rc;n FP= ((;or /Ul) * ( 1. n-fVP ( ( f-1. ftl*FP*Ul) I ((;ot:))) 
t ' 
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• I (h . 
n- AR 'I Uli'7 
... ·. ·.· . 
------~QY:AA£Q•CS-U~~T~T~~~~-~T~A~)~)~~~~~~~~------------------.--~-----------TMF=l TN+ ( ( OTOT /lP) I fFR*Ul)) o ( 1. t)- (F'R/FP,) .,. 
TFfr.ON~.FQ.J)GO TO A~l 
AA:l.OIIJC ·. . 
lfC CO~F. FQ.~)AA-AcO - , .....•. t !t , ..... . ,. .... ; 
TMr:Cl.O/(lP+O~I~.n))*fTUR*O~I~.O+fTqT-TA•S/UL)°F+(TA+S/UL)*l~) 
lMC=-Tur 
r,n r~ RhO . 
• 
~c----_.cnN~tn~q THE TWTAD GA'f• Tl~,~~J~O~f~g~~~~~~~~+T~·--------------------~--------­
A51 lPT:Qo~P* ~~-uL• rTMF'-TA), • 't.ni•Jt:+l.n/ fJ.4~="•3.14159•n), +TMF 
TMC= ( 1. 0/ Cl P+OF l?e n)) o ( TP.T*OF./2 • 0+ ( TRT•T ~-S/IJL) OF+ ( TA +SlUt) OLP) 
lMt::-Ta.-r 
a'o ap-aASfTMP-TMC) 
~0 Tfl 400 
~QA WRTTFf~.lQ7)NU,rn~l=' 3Q7 FORM/lT(t NUMR~P OF COVFRS:t,FS.2tt CONFJGUPATIO"' NU~RER:t,F..,.2) 
----lo~-~O~'...,.J+T=--+T~t..,_. ( 0 11/ CC 0 *fl OW)) 
TF(NU.r:n,?..O)GO TO 19b 
tF(MlJe~="Cle3.rl»GO TO ~Qr; 
T~J~ T~ THr:' r.A~~ 0~ ON~ COVFQ ~Hr:'FT 
-------~Rl~F-~4+3~~~--------------------------------------------------------JQ~ F'OQPAhTC• TNOf.Y f'F QF.FPACTTON (t'"}):t,Fln.~,, F1CTJNCTJn~J r.n~FFICIF 
l t.• T ( f" 1 l = ' • ~ 1 o • 11 
W~TTF c~•:tQ;>) TtTAtt 
:lQ1P FOC~ TliTC,t(NC:CiC: frJ):'eiL1Aw2•' f"C:PA ... f.r:l TPALI§MTTTA!\•f;fi: f 
2r: 1 ) = ' •~=' 1 0 • ~) 
WPTTF(~.~Ql)F~~.I='P 
391 FOQMATf• ~MT~~TVITY OF COVFP CCl):t,F)n.~,, F~IS~lVITY 01=' COLLEr 
1TOQ Pl ~TF:t,f='ln,~) 
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WDTTFC"•l90)l~tTAUT 
390 F()QMAT(t. ARC\ORPTIVTTY OF . r.OLL~rT()Q PLAT~= ... lO.Jet TPANc;••JTTANCF.' 
4 OF COVFR ~YSTFM2'tFl0.3) · r,n TO ~~q . 
r. ~OW AA TA THF. CASE AF. TWA r.AVEP PLATE~ 
~RTT~f~.39~)Tl~T!Ul . 
WPJTFI"t386JT2eTAU~ ]86 FnR~ATt• COVER THTCKNFSS CC?):t,F10.3et TNFRlRED TRANSMTTTA~CE 
2C:2J-•,r10wl) t • 
t:n TO ~~q 
NOW fllJTPtJT DATA FOR THRfF. r.'OVEP SHF~T~. 
JQ~ ~RtTF(~,~Q~)Nl,Kl 
r. 
-----WR·H~C~tlA1-)-N2,1(2 c::: · ' P · .• -;. I •. '*'!' ·"·}( .. ' .··'·" -··.., ~~TTF C[\t']Al) ~J,t<~ ~&3 i% . &. ' I} OS .. : , 
3A1 FOR~ATI• TNOEX nF PEFRACTJON CC3)=•tFlO.Jwt ~XTJNCTION COFFFICJF lNT fr.3l= 1 tF'l0.3) 
WPITFC-=s.~9?lTltTl'U1 
WRTT~C~,3Rh)T2tT~U~ 
WRTTFC~,3A~JT3tTAU1 
3R? FOR~~Tf• ~OVEQ THTr.KNF~S CC3):t,FJO.],t JNF'RAREO TPANS~TTTANCE ( 
------~2~+:~F+~~----------------------~------------~----------------~------WRTT~(~.3QJ)F~51.EP 
WRITf=(~,JAc;)FP!;~ 
LEV'="L 21 MAJN nATF = 75147 OA/10/?7 
WRtTFC~e3AlJFP~3 
3Al FOQ.A4AT ( • FHISSI'IITY OF: £9'"ER ·C£31 • .• tF19a3t .. .. 
. ' w~TTF(~,19~)ARtTAUT 
C NOW OUTPUT OAT~ nflf ARSORRE~ PLATE 
r. 
3A9 TFCCnN~.E~. 2 .0)C,O TO J~n 
c:JIITPUT nATA ~OR TYRF U~PFA AP fl'lf;A ""1FF"T, . - .... t ..... c 
WPTTFC~ 37QJOf.Le~K 
37q FORMATe• PLATE THTCKNF.S~=•,Fl0.3t' PI ATF CONOUCTIVITY='•~l0.3) 
WPTTFI~t37A)~t,n~ 
378 fOR-MATI' TURE TwAw-'tF1Gw3et TURF. PwOw=•eFIO.J) 
~~tTF (1,,377HJC 
377 FOPMATf• . POND r nNntJCT ANCE=•tFl n.3J 
~~TTF(~e37~)RR fD . 
·17'- ~nPMftTf' TII~E ""ArTNc;-•,FtA.l,• Fl.., WJ 0 THc•,Fl0.1t 
c;o Tn "l75 
OUTPUT nATA FOQ TIJJ:~F' I~t ~HF'F'T 
38n ~PTTF'(~,37Q)~fleKK 
------"''4~-J -f.~C" ,l7 s:q O-h~----------------...-----:------___,..--­
r 
WPJTF'(~,37~)HR, l P 
OUTPUT ~EC~ANir.AI PPOPEPTJC:.:S OF t:OLLF'rTOR 
~75 ~PITF(~,314 ) 0PtPF ~ u~~~u n~ ~nbbp~•nw , p 176 fOQWATC• ~fPlW Of r.OLl~rTnP-•.~lP.J,• R~PJ ~~~~ "~ v~ •~+~- •~ 
110.3) 
WPTTF'(~,373)SP~~,AN~ 373 FOP~Af(t rOVEP CPA~INr,:t,FlOe~•' AN~t~=••F10.3J 
------~W~R~l~F(~,J7?1FLOW,CP 37? FOP~AT(t ~~SS FtOW OF FLUTD='•~lO.J,t ~PFr.JFIC HEAT= 1 eFln.3J 
~RTTFC~.37J)A~tTTN F J J LET TF.MPE~ATURF=••FlO. 371 FORMAT(• COLLFCTOP ARFA=•tFlO."J,t LIJ n N 
; LEVFL 21 ~ATN "~TE = 75147 OA/10/?7 
Appendix III 
In order to provide more confidence in the historical validity of 
the computer model, a comparison was made between the model and several 
other accepted methods of analytic analysis of collectors. 
A hypothetical collector was envisioned. This collector was 
d 1 2 . assume to M Ln area, and of the tube over sheet variety . The tube 
spacing was assmned to be ~1M, with an internal diameter of .02M. The 
collector was assumed to be built of aluminum, and have one glass 
cover. 2 The insolation was assumed constant at 500 W/M , and the mass 
flow varied from 2 to 10 LBM/HR. 
The analysis was done by three methods, computer, design graphs, 
and design equations. The design graphs and equations were taken from 
ff . ]8 . h 0 0 Du 1e , and 1n bot cases the loss coeff1c1ent was evaluated from 
graphs presented there. 
From the plot (Fig. 22) some interesting observations may be made. 
The least accurate method of analysis, using design gra:phs, produced the 
most optimistic predictions as to performance of the collector . The 
computer model, which is the most analytic of the methods, produces 
the least opti~mistic results . At the lower flow rates the agreement 
between the various methods is striking. As the flov1 rates increase 
tl1e predicted performances start to diverge. The only difference in the 
handling of the flow rates is that in the computer program the heat 
transfer coefficients on the i11side of the tube are not assumed constant 
115 
as is required by the other two approaches. 
The fact that there is not exact agreement between the computer 
model and the other more common app~oaches is only to be expected. The 
l1and calculations use several assumptions and sim-lifications that the 
computer model finds unnecessary. The important part of the results 
is the fact that the model predicts the trends of the performance. 
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Figure 22. Comparison with Historical Methods 
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